, "Doubly-excited state effects on two-photon double ionization of helium by time-delayed, oppositely circularly-polarized attosecond pulses" (2017 We study two-photon double ionization (TPDI) of helium by a pair of time-delayed (nonoverlapping), oppositely circularly-polarized attosecond pulses whose carrier frequencies are resonant with 1 P o doubly-excited states. All of our TPDI results are obtained by numerical solution of the two-electron time-dependent Schrödinger equation for the six-dimensional case of circularly-polarized attosecond pulses, and they are analyzed using perturbation theory (PT). As compared with the corresponding nonresonant TPDI process, we find that the doubly-excited states change the character of vortex patterns in the two-electron momentum distributions for the case of back-to-back detection of the two ionized electrons in the polarization plane. The doublyexcited states also completely change the structure of fixed-energy, two-electron angular distributions. Moreover, both the fixed-energy and energy-integrated angular distributions, as well as the two-electron energy distributions, exhibit a periodicity with time delay τ between the two attosecond pulses of about 69as, i.e. the beat period between the ( ) s p 2 2 P o 1 doubly-excited state and the He ground state. Using PT we derive an expression for an angle-integrated energy distribution that is sensitive to the slower beat period ∼1.2fs between different doubly-excited states as well as to the long timescale ∼17fs of autoionization lifetimes. However, with our current computer codes we are only able to study numerically the time-dependent phenomena occurring on an attosecond time scale.
Introduction
Since 2001 the experimental realizations of attosecond pulse trains [1] and of isolated attosecond pulses of increasingly shorter pulse durations [2] [3] [4] [5] have stimulated the growth of attosecond physics [6] . A main goal of this emerging new field is to image and control electronic motions inside atoms and molecules on their characteristic attosecond time scales (where 1 attosecond = -10 18 s). Pump-probe processes with isolated attosecond pulses (which have been dubbed the 'holy grail' of attosecond science [7] ) would permit very precise timing of electronic processes in matter. The potential of such pump-probe processes has been demonstrated experimentally on a time scale of »1 fs for the case of two-photon double ionization (TPDI) of the xenon atom by a pair of timedelayed, broadband extreme ultraviolet (XUV) pulses resonant with Xe doubly-excited states [8] 1 . However, such measurements are not common owing to the relatively weak intensity of existing isolated attosecond pulses [9] . Nevertheless, numerous theoretical studies of time-dependent electron motion in the helium atom have been carried out in which an attosecond pump pulse produces a coherent superposition of excited states followed, after a time delay, by an attosecond probe pulse that doubly-ionizes the excited He atom (see e.g. [8] 1 and [10] [11] [12] [13] ). Nearly all of these theoretical investigations show how the beat periods of the coherent superposition of intermediate states, both among themselves and with the ground state, affects the He + 2 yield. Note that all of the above-cited experimental and theoretical works have involved linearly-polarized attosecond pulses. However, recently methods have been proposed for producing short, coherent XUV pulses with tunable polarization (see e.g. [14, 15] and references therein).
Recent theoretical studies have shown that ellipticallypolarized attosecond pulses can produce novel phenomena [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] that do not occur for linearly-polarized pulses. One such phenomenon is a new nonlinear dichroic effect in double ionization of He by elliptically-polarized attosecond pulses [16] . Another is the prediction of electron matter-wave vortex patterns in the ionized electron momentum distribution following single ionization of He by counter-rotating circularly-polarized attosecond pulses [17, 19] . In particular, it was predicted in [19] that the number of spiral arms in the vortex pattern depends on the number of photons required for single electron ionization.
These predictions have recently been confirmed experimentally for single ionization of potassium atoms using circularlypolarized femtosecond pulses [22] . Specifically, in [22] it was shown that in three-photon ionization of the K atom ground state, the vortex pattern has six spiral arms, whereas in the case that population is transferred by an intense π-pulse from the ground state to a resonant excited state requiring only two photons for ionization, then the vortex pattern has only four spiral arms. Such matter-wave vortices have also been predicted in single ionization of the + H 2 and + H 3 2 molecules [18, 20] . Recently, vortex patterns have been predicted in the two-electron momentum distributions produced by single-photon double ionization of He [21] .
In this paper, we study the correlated process of singlecolor TPDI of He via doubly-excited states by a pair of timedelayed (non-overlapping), counter-rotating circularly-polarized attosecond XUV pulses (see figure 1(a) ). Our numerical results are obtained by solving the two-electron time-dependent Schrödinger equation (TDSE) in six spatial dimensions, and they are analyzed using perturbation theory (PT). Our study is similar to those in [8] 1 and [12] except that we employ circularly-polarized pulses rather than linearly-polarized pulses. Moreover, rather than investigating the TPDI yield, we study different observables, e.g. the two-electron momentum, angular, and energy distributions, each of which is shown to be strongly affected by the resonant doubly-excited states. Our numerical results exhibit quantum beats between the ground state and doubly-excited states (QB-I) with a period of ∼69as. In addition, our PT analysis also predicts quantum beats between autoionizing doubly-excited states (QB-II), with a period of ∼1.2fs. 0 ) corresponds to one-photon absorption from each pulse, where the first pulse coherently excites a manifold of doubly-excited states (located in the shaded (orange) region), followed by a second pulse that probes the ensuing electronic motion. Note that sequential TPDI channels (not shown for simplicity) are also present, but they cannot be distinguished from the direct TPDI channels by a single pulse. (b)Detection geometry for back-to-back emission of electron momenta p 1,2 in the polarization plane ( ẑ, ), where  and  z =´k are respectively the major and minor axes of the polarization ellipse, and k z is the propagation direction of each pulse. This paper is organized as follows. In the second section, we briefly present the computational method. In the third section, we give a short account of our PT formulation. In the fourth section, our TDSE results for the momentum, angular and energy distributions are analyzed using PT. In the last section, we summarize our results and conclusions. We employ atomic units (  = = = e m 1 e ) unless specified otherwise.
Computational method
To explore doubly-excited state dynamics in TPDI of He in the momentum, angular, and energy distributions, we solve the two-electron TDSE in six spatial dimensions within the length gauge and the dipole approximation for He interacting with a pair of time-delayed, oppositely circularly-polarized attosecond pulses. The two pulses have the same carrier frequency ω and intensity = I F 0 2 , where F 0 is the electric field strength. The electric field ( ) t F of such a pair of pulses is, where for the jth pulse ( = j 1, 2) e j is its polarization, f j is its carrier-envelope-phase (CEP),
is its temporal envelope, and
gives its pulse duration, where n j is the number of cycles. We define the polarization vector of the jth pulse by:
where  and  z º´k are respectively the major and minor axes of the polarization ellipse, k z is the pulse propagation direction, and h j is the ellipticity (
). The degrees of linear and circular polarization of the jth pulse are defined respectively by
and
The numerical methods used to solve the TDSE for the electric field(1) are described elsewhere [17, 19, 21] . In brief, we employ a time-dependent close-coupling expansion [23, 24] of the wave packet Y( ) t r r , ; 1 2 onto the orthonormal basis functions of bipolar-spherical harmonics L (ˆˆ) r r ,
, where L is the total angular momentum of the two-electron system, M is its azimuthal quantum number, and l l , 1 2 are the individual electron orbital angular momenta. The twoelectron TDSE in six spatial dimensions is solved using a finite-element discrete-variable representation [25] combined with the real-space-product algorithm (a split-operator method) [26] [27] [28] [29] together with Wigner rotation transformations at each time step from the laboratory frame to the frame of the instantaneous electric field [30, 31] . At the end of the two pulses, i.e. at t = = + t T T f , we freely propagate the two-electron wave packet Y( ) t r r , ; 1 2 for a time T p before extracting the six-fold differential probability (SDP) [32] , for producing two continuum electrons with momenta p 1 and p 2 is thus: . We have checked that the L=3 angular momentum states play only a very minor role for the pulse parameters employed in our calculations. We note that the same number of angular momentum states have been used in TPDI of He with linearly polarized photons (with w = 60 eV) by Foumouo et al [33] . They also found that three photon processes play a negligible role for pulse intensities up to 10 14 W cm -2 .
PT for TPDI of helium by non-overlapping pulses
Achieving temporal coherent control of the process of TPDI of He via doubly-excited states using circularly-polarized pulses (seefigure 1(a)) depends critically on the pulse parameters. First, the carrier frequency w = 60 eV of the two pulses is chosen to be on resonance with the transition between the ground state and the ( ) s p 2 2 P o 1 doubly-excited state. Second, the bandwidth w D of the first pulse should be quite broad such that the created wavepacket encompasses several doubly-excited states. However, it should not be so broad as to allow double ionization of the helium atom (with a ground state binding energy of as. Third, the intensity of the first pulse is 10 14 W cm -2 , which is intense enough to allow significant population to be transferred into doubly-excited states by a single-photon transition from the ground state, but is not so intense that nonlinear effects beyond the second-order occur. Finally, to explore doubly-excited state dynamics with different timescales (i.e. QB-I, QB-II, and autoionization) the time delay τ between the two pulses should be large enough that they do not overlap, i.e.  t T r . For such pulse parameters, the ponderomotive energy is = U 3.98 p meV, which is much smaller than ω; thus PT is applicable. Moreover, for the intensity employed, the rotating wave approximation (RWA) is valid. Thus, it is legitimate to neglect photon emission processes in our PT analyses, which is equivalent to neglecting the complex conjugate terms in the electric field (1) .
For oppositely circularly-polarized pulses, * º = e e e 1 2 , x x x º = -= 1 1 2 , and
for TPDI of He by a pair of oppositely circularly-polarized attosecond pulses delayed in time by τ is: , where b =ˆ·p p cos 1 2 . We focus in this paper on the detection geometry for back-to-back (BTB) emission of electrons (seefigure 1(b)), as it has been shown to be suitable for observing vortices in the SDP [21] . In the BTB detection geometry, one has = = --ˆp p p 1 2 , so that = + p 0. Using equations (6) and (7) in [29] , the PT amplitude for the TPDI of He (under the RWA for our BTB detection geometry and for any energy sharing between the two electrons) takes the form: where f 1 is the CEP of the first pulse, and where θ and j are, respectively, the polar and azimuthal angles of the electron-pair momentump , and the azimuthal quantum number is = + -( ) M 2 2 for right(left) circular polarization. In equation (8) , the geometric factor -| · | p e 2 is given by In equation (7), it is assumed that the dynamical parameter for path G 2 is approximately the same as the one for path
. From the geometric factor in equation (9) , one sees that these channels lead to final states with L=2,
, where + (−) indicates right (left) circular polarization. From equation (8) , one sees that the pump-probe channel G 12 has two terms. The first term, having the geometric factor -| · | p e 2 (10) and the dynamical parameter r t ¢ -( ) h ; , leads to final states with = L 0, 2, M=0. The scalar second term, having the dynamical parameter r t ¢( ) h ; , leads to final states with L = 0, M = 0. Parity conservation and particle exchange rules require that in equations (6) state. Moreover, the phase ψ in the term t
shows that when the electron wave packet is created via the path G 12 , the first electron wave packet (created via the path G 1 ) has already acquired a phase of t -E . It is important to note that for our BTB detection geometry (seefigure 1(b)), the PT amplitude(5) has the same form in either the basis of reduced two-electron momenta,  p , the basis of conventional momenta, p 1,2 , or the basis of Jacobi momenta,  P . The latter basis is defined respectively by the center-of-mass momentum, = + + P p p 
. Using equations (4) and(5), the SDP for TPDI of He by a pair of oppositely circularly polarized pulses for our BTB detection geometry can be written as: which involves four terms. Substituting the geometric factor (9) in (6) and (7), the first term in the SDP (13), which describes Ramsey interference between the TPDI pathways G 1 and G 2 , is given by:
2 12 1 2 where x x x = = -= 1 1 2 corresponds to a right-left (+) or a left-right (−) circularly-polarized pair of pulses. Equation (14) depends on the time delay τ via the Ramsey relative phase t -( ) E E g , and also on both the polar angle θ and azimuthal angle j of the Jacobi momentum µ --P p . The second term in the SDP (13) is
, which describes the pump-probe transition, does depend on the time delay τ, but not on the azimuthal angle j of the electron pair. The third term in the SDP (13) , which describes interference between the pathways G 1 and G 12 , is while the fourth term in the SDP (13) , which describes interference between the path G 2 and the path G 12 , is * * t q t f r q t xj The arguments ρ forh and r q t ( ) , ;
for G A 12 on the righthand side of equations (15) and (16) have been suppressed to simplify the notation. In equations (15) and (16), the
depends on the time delay τ, the energy E and the polar angle θ of the electron pair.
Using the Hermitian stationary Greenʼs function in the second-order PT amplitude,
can be approximated as a sum over intermediate autoionizing (doublyexcited) states (see figure 1(a)) in which we introduce the decay factors t t
e , e , 18
where k runs from 1 to N, with N being the number of doublyexcited states (with energy  k and lifetime t k ) lying within the bandwidth of the pump pulse. Using equation (18), the pumpprobe signal r q t
becomes: 
where
and the term * r r q t
in equations (15) and (16) 
, e e cos , 20
where a a r q º ( ) , k k is the phase of the dynamical parameter * r r q
One sees that autoionization decays with rates t 1 k and QB-II processes with frequencies   -¢ ( ) k k are present in equations (15) and (16) owing to the term * r r q t
12 (20) . They are also present in the pumpprobe term r q t
(19). Any QB-I phenomena present in our TPDI process stem from the dynamical phase r q t between the paths G 2 and G 12 exhibits QB-I with a period
as.
Numerical results and analysis for TPDI of He via doubly-excited states
Our goal in presenting our numerical results is to demonstrate how doubly-excited state dynamics can affect the two-electron momentum, angular, and energy distributions in TPDI of He by two time-delayed, oppositely circularly-polarized attosecond pulses. This is done in two ways. First, we compare results for attosecond pulses whose carrier frequency ω is either on resonance (w = 60 eV, seefigure 1(a)) or off resonance (w = 45 eV) with the transition from doubly-excited state, we compare our complete results with results in which we exclude final state orbital angular momenta that are only possible for the TPDI pathway G 12 corresponding to one-photon absorption from each pulse (seefigure 1(a)). This comparison is particularly dramatic for the two-electron momentum, angular, and energy distributions, whose characters are completely changed by transitions corresponding to the resonant G 12 pathway.
In the results presented below, our focus for the energy spectrum of the ionized pair of electrons is on the range   E 10 70 eV for the resonant transition and   E 0 32.6 eV for the nonresonant transition. In each case, the excess energy E can be shared unequally or equally by the two electrons. and absent in figure 2(b) is the doubly-excited part of the radial probability distribution involving 1 P + o 1 doubly-excited states whose lifetimes range from 17.7fs to 0.24ns for those converging to the He = + ( ) n 2 threshold, and from 3.4fs to 0.86ps for those converging to the He = + ( ) n 3 threshold [38] . The signals seen at large radii r 1 and r 2 in figures 2(a) and (b) are the doubly-ionized parts of the radial probability distribution.
Doubly-excited state effects on the two-electron momentum distributions
The distribution(3) in terms of the Jacobi momentum -P in the polarization plane for TPDI of He produced by a pair of right-left circularly-polarized attosecond pulses having the resonant carrier frequency w = 60 eV, CEP f f = = 0 as. In both resonant and nonresonant cases, the two ionized electrons unequally share the excess energy E in the proportion 17.5%:82.5%, the two pulses do not overlap, and the TDSE numerical results include both 1 S e and 1 D e final continuum states with =  M 0, 2. In figure 3(d) , one sees that the -P distribution in the polarization plane for the nonresonant transition exhibits a four-arm spiral vortex pattern with a counterclockwise handedness. Moreover, the vortex pattern has a fourfold rotational symmetry, i.e. since the four spiral arms are equally separated by p 2. As the time delay τ increases, the spiral becomes wound more densely (not shown). Reversing the ordering of the pulse pair helicities leads to a vortex pattern with a clockwise handedness (not shown). As nonresonant transitions by non-overlapping pulses only involve the two ionization paths G 1 and G 2 , these features of our TDSE results can be fully explained by PT formula (14) . Specifically, in the polarization plane (q p = 2), the first term in the SDP (13)
, which involves only the two paths G 1 and G 2 , has the form of a four-arm Archimedean spiral vortex pattern. Indeed, for our BTB emission geometry
, so that the dynamical parameter b
2 in(14) has no angular dependence. Hence, the vortex pattern is defined by the zeros and the maxima of the kinematical factor on the right-hand side of (14) . The zeros occur for t f xj
2 . The dependences of the azimuthal angle j on the excess energy E at these maximum and zero values of (14) are thus given by:
( ) , shifted by the angle p 4 with respect to each other, vary with energy E (through possibly many p 2 cycles, depending upon τ), they trace out the maxima and the zeros of the term (14) . Since x = | | 1, the pattern is a four-arm helical spiral, corresponding to = n 0, 1, 2, 3; other values of n replicate the same lines.
In contrast to the nonresonant case, in the resonant case in which doubly-excited states are populated by one-photon transitions from the first pulse (see figures 1(a) and 2(a)), the structure of the -P distribution in the polarization plane changes dramatically, as shown in figure 3(a) for w = 60 eV and t = = T 413.6 r as. Even though the four arms of the spiral in figure 3(a) are still visible, its fourfold rotational symmetry is broken, as illustrated by the two black dashed lines in figure 3(a) that connect the onsets of opposite pairs of the four spiral arms. As shown in figure 3(c) , further delaying the second pulse by only 86.4as leads to overlap of the spiral arms so that they almost appear as a two-arm spiral pattern (see the single black dashed line in figure 3(c) ). Despite the breakdown of the fourfold rotational symmetry of the vortex pattern as the time delay τ increases, the handedness of the spiral is preserved.
In order to understand the difference between the momentum distributions for the nonresonant ( figure 3(d) ) and the resonant (figures 3(a) and (c) ) cases, we have carried out a TDSE calculation for the -P distribution(3) that includes only the 1 D e final continuum states with =  M 2. The result is shown in figure 3(b) for w = 60 eV and t = = T 413.6 r as. Just as for the momentum distribution for the nonresonant transition in figure 3(d) , one sees that the momentum distribution for the =  M 2 final state channels has a four-start spiral vortex structure and exhibits fourfold rotational symmetry since the onsets of the four spiral arms are equally separated by 90
• (see the two black dashed lines in figure 3(b) ). This result holds for time delays t > T r , as may be understood from the PT formula (14) . Hence, the difference between the nonresonant ( figure 3(d) ) and resonant (figures 3(a) and (c)) momentum distributions is due to the ionization channels that lead to 1 
S
e and 1 D e final continuum states with M=0; i.e. it is due to the ionization path G 12 in the PT picture.
According to the PT equation (13) for the SDP, the amplitude G A 12 for the ionization path G 12 enters its last three terms: the pump-probe term r q t
, the interference term(15) between the pathways G 1 and G 12 , and the interference term (16) between the pathways G 2 and G 12 . As the pump-probe term r q t
is independent of the azimuthal angle j of the momentum -P , the breakdown of the fourfold rotational symmetry of the vortex patterns in figures 3(a) and (c) can only be due to the two interference terms(15) and (16) , which differ in their kinematical structures. The kinematic factor t f r q t xj are modified by the dynamical phase r q t 
; hence it does not support a vortex pattern in the momentum distribution. The breakdown of the fourfold rotational symmetry of the vortex patterns thus stems only from the interference term * t
(15).
Doubly-excited state effects on the fixed-energy twoelectron angular distributions
For the same BTB detection geometry, energy-sharing configuration, and resonant pulse parameters used in section 4.1, we show in figure 4 as ( figure 4(e) ), where
as. In each panel of figure 4 , we compare TDSE results for (i) figure 4 that the angular distributions (ii) have a fourfold symmetric quadrupolelike shape, while those for (i) have a twofold symmetric quadrupole-like shape (since they exhibit two large lobes perpendicular to two small lobes). As the time delay τ increases, both angular distributions (i) and (ii) rotate counterclockwise with the same angular shift j w t
with respect to the horizontal axis; see table 1. From table 1 and figure 4 , we see that the angular distributions (i) have a periodicity with increasing time delay τ of p w  2 69 as, while the angular distributions (ii) have a periodicity of p w  34.5 as.
To understand the TDSE results (i) and (ii), we use PT. The angular distribution (ii) is described by the first term (14) in the SDP(13). For
, which has a fourfold symmetric quadrupole-like shape and a periodicity of p w with increasing time delay τ. Thus, the angular distribution (ii) is predicted to be unchanged for time delays t p w = n n , where  n 12 (for non-overlapping pulses) is an integer and where t = T r
12
. This is indeed the case as shown by comparing our TDSE angular distribution figure 4(a) ) are predicted by PT to be j t wt
2 . The angular distribution (i) is described in PT by the SDP (13) . Thus, its shape for a fixed time delay τ (i.e. its dependence on j) is governed by the interplay between the first term (14) in (13), discussed above, with the two interference terms (15) and (16), since the second term in (13) , r q t
, is independent of j. 
is the beat frequency between the , and each pathway = j 1, 2, and12 (which are extracted from our TDSE results, as described in the caption) are presented in figure 5 . One sees that all dynamical amplitudes are of comparable magnitudes, indicating the possibility of significant constructive and destructive interference effects.
The effects of constructive and destructive interference of the terms in(13) on the angular distributions (i) in figure 4 are evident. The interplay between the term t + (15) leads to two large lobes in the angular distribution (i) in one direction, whereas the interplay between this term (14) and the interference term * t
(16) leads to two small lobes in the angular distribution (i) in a perpendicular direction. Hence, as τ varies, the resulting twofold symmetric quadrupole-like shape of the angular distribution (i) is expected to rotate counterclockwise with a frequency ω; to have a periodicity (i.e. to be unchanged) when t pw
, where n is an integer; and to have one of its two large lobes located at wt 2. These predictions for the shape, τ-periodicity, and location of maxima are clearly shown in both figure 4 Figure 4(f) shows the sensitivity of the angular distribution in the polarization plane to the relative CEP f 12 , which may be understood by examination of the PT equations (14)- (16) for each of the terms in the SDP (13) . One sees that each term in the trigonometric function has a phase proportional to f xj -2
, indicating that the effect of the relative CEP f 12 on the j-dependence of each term in the SDP (13) is the same. Hence, a change of the relative CEP f 12 results in a global rotation of the angular distribution and also of the vortex pattern (not shown) by an angle f 2 12 .
Finally, we comment on how the angular distributions change when the fixed energy E is shifted by an amount d  from the resonance energy, i.e. when
. Note first that from figure 5 , the dynamical parameters G j L M , have significant magnitude over a broad range of energy E. As τ varies, PT formula (14) predicts that the angular distributions (ii) exhibit a fourfold symmetric quadrupole-like shape with a per-
, where n is an integer. In contrast, the angular distributions (i) always exhibit a twofold symmetric quadrupole-like shape with the interference term(15) having a rotation frequency of w d  , while the interference term(16) retains its same QB-I rotation frequency of
However, in both interference terms (15) and (16)
Doubly-excited state effects on the energy-integrated angular distributions
The energy-integrated angular distribution for the SDP(13) takes the following form: The first term, 
The second term, is the pump-probe term integrated over the energy E, which is independent of j but dependent on τ. The third term of equation (24) describes interference between the G 12 and G 2 paths, where the dynamical amplitude q t L( ) , and angle c q t ( ) , are defined by: 
2 for j=2. Results for three laser pulse intensities are given: 10 , where = n 0, 1, 2, (i.e. for 413.6, 482.6, and 551.6as) nearly coincide, demonstrating a quantum beat periodicity of
as. Panel (f) gives the maxima of the peanut-shaped angular distributions in (a)-(e) for 13 times delays τ: (1)413.6as, (2)424as, (3)434as, (4)444as, (5)454as, (6)464as, (7)474as, (8)482.6as, (9)493as, (10)500as, (11)513as, (12)533as, and (13)551.6as; see table 2 for the magnitudes and angular locations of the maxima. and the auxiliary dynamical parameters
are given by Equations (28) and (29) (25) shows that the energy-integrated angular distribution,  q G G ( ) as. The magnitudes of the maxima of the peanut-shaped angular distributions also decreases slightly as τ increases, as shown quantitatively in table 2 and figure 6(f). All of these results are for f = 0; 12 for fixed τ, varying f 12 would result in a global rotation of the peanut-shaped energy-integrated angular distribution (i) by an angle f 2 12 . The peanut-shape of the energy-integrated angular distribution (i) shown in figures 6(a)-(e) originates from the interference between the circular angular distribution produced by the first two terms in equation (24) and the j-dependent third term
in that equation. These interference effects are significant since each of the integrands in equations (25),(26),(28), and(29) involve dynamical parameters of comparable magnitudes, as shown in figure 5 . Also, equation (24) shows that the f 12 -dependence of the energyintegrated angular distribution (i) is controlled only by its third term,
. Moreover, the τ-dependence of these peanut-shaped energy-integrated angular distributions (i) originates from the second and third terms of equation (24), i.e. to the pump-probe term, corresponding to path G 12 , and to the term corresponding to the interference between the paths G 12 and G 2 . While autoionization and QB-II are present in both the second and third terms of equation (24) (see equations (19) and (20)), the faster (attosecond) QB-I is only present in the third term of equation (24) (29) . Note that the timescale over which the time delay τ varies in figure 6 is much shorter than the timescales for QB-II (∼1.2fs) and for autoionization (∼10fs). Thus, on the attosecond timescale of our angular distribution results, we attribute any significant τ-sensitivity of the peanut-shaped energy-integrated angular distributions (i) to attosecond QB-I dynamics. Indeed, as may be seen in figure 6(d) and as are almost the same, indicating thus a τ-periodicity with a period of »69 as. The magnitudes of the maxima of these distributions decrease slightly (about 8%) as τ increases from 413.6 to 551.6as (seefigure 6(f) and table 2). This monotonic decrease may be due to QB-I involving other doubly-excited states besides the ( ) s p 2 2 P o 1 doubly-excited state, to QB-II, and/or to autoionization decay.
Doubly-excited state effects on the energy distributions
In the previous two sections, we demonstrated how the s p 2 2 P o 1 doubly-excited state in path G 12 affects the fixedenergy and energy-integrated two-electron angular distributions, giving them a temporal periodicity of 69as with the time-delay τ between the two pulses. This QB-I effect corresponds to the quantum beat period of the energy difference between the ( ) s p and the ground state of energy E g . In this section, we demonstrate how this QB-I effect may be observed in the energy distributions of the two electrons emitted BTB in the polarization plane at a fixed azimuthal angle j = 0. We also discuss the possibility of observing the much slower QB-II beat frequencies involved between doubly-excited states.
The energy distributions for electrons detected BTB in the polarization plane at a fixed azimuthal angle j = 0 are shown in figure 7 for five time delays. (Note that these results are the same for right-left and left-right circularly polarized pulses, since according to equations (14)- (16) as. In addition, in figure 7(a) we present TDSE results (ii) that include Table 2 . The location j t D ( ) (with respect to the horizontal axis) and the magnitude,  q j
, , of one of the two peanutshaped maxima for nine of the thirteen time delays shown in figure 6(f). between consecutive bright fringes. Indeed, the locations for maxima (bright fringes) are given by
while those for zeros (dark fringes) are given by
, where n is an integer. In figure 7 (a) for t = = T 413.6 r as, one sees that the energy distribution (i) described by the PT formula(13) and the energy distribution (ii) described by the PT formula(14) differ significantly in both the magnitudes and the locations of maxima and minima of the energy distribution. These differences are once again the signature in the SDP(13) of both the pumpprobe signal G 12 and interference of the path G 12 with either G 1 or G 2 together with the PT term (14) . With the exception of the pump-probe term in the SDP (13) , all other terms (14)- (16) depend on the relative CEP f 12 , as demonstrated in figure 8 , which shows the energy distribution (i) for three values of f p = 0, 2 12 and π. Compared to the reference energy distribution (i) for the time delay t = = T 413.6
r as that appears in each panel of figure 7 , one sees that the positions of the main peak in the energy distribution (i) for other time delays τ within the first half of one QB-I period (e.g. t = 434 as shown in figure 7 (a) and 448.1as shown in figure 7(b) ), move to lower energies. On the other hand, for time delays τ within the second half of one QB-I period (e.g. t = 464 as shown in figure 7 (c)), a main peak emerges at an energy well above that of the main peak in the reference spectrum at t = = T 413. as, with significantly larger differences found for low electron energies.) The precise periodicity of the energy distribution (i) in the vicinity of the excess energy = E 41.0 eV of the resonant two-photon transition from the ground state to the ( ) s p 2 2 P o 1 doubly-excited state contrasts with the non-periodicity of the energy distributions at off-resonant excess energies. To quantify the extent of agreement in a crude way, we integrate each energy distribution in figure 7 over the energy range   E 10 Table 3 shows that  t ( ) is smallest for time delays τ close to or equal to nT s p 2 2 , = n 1, 2 (see results for t = 482.6 as and t = 551.6 as); while it is large for other values of τ. These results again indicate a QB-I effect with periodicity of 69as due primarily to the ( ) s p 2 2 P o 1 doubly-excited state in path G 12 .
To eliminate the QB-I effect in the energy distributions but remain sensitive to slower kinds of doubly-excited state dynamics, we integrate the SDP(13) over the azimuthal angle j. The result for the j-integrated energy distribution is, 12 which is independent of the relative CEP f 12 . It is comprised of only the first two terms of the SDP(13), as the interference terms (15) and (16) between the path G 12 (involving among others the faster QB-I effect) and either G 1 or G 2 vanish upon integrating over j. As the first term in equation (30) does not depend on τ, its energy distribution in the polarization plane ( r µ -| ( )| h 2 ) should exhibit a Gaussian-like profile. In contrast, the second term in the PT formula (30) ,
, depends on the time delay τ. According to equation (19) , it involves autoionization decays and QB-II effects. Thus, the j-integrated energy distribution (i) described by PT formula(30) is a unique observable for exploring only these two kinds of doubly-excited states dynamics, without the more rapid QB-I effects. Owing to the relatively long timescale ∼17fs for autoionization lifetimes and ∼1.2fs for QB-II effects, the range over which one must vary τ to map out these slow time-dependent effects is 2 fs. However, such large values of τ are beyond the capability of our current computer codes.
Conclusion
By means of both PT analyses and ab initio numerical solutions of the TDSE in six spatial dimensions, we have investigated theoretically the correlated process of single-color TPDI of He by a pair of time-delayed (non-overlapping) counter-rotating, circularly-polarized attosecond pulses whose carrier frequencies are resonant with doubly excited states. This attosecond pump-probe study has focused on the detection geometry of BTB emission of electrons in the polarization plane. For nonresonant pulse carrier frequencies (such that doubly-excited states are not accessible), the momentum distributions exhibit four-arm Fermat spiral vortex patterns and the angular distributions exhibit fourfold symmetric quadrupole-like shapes. These vortices stem from an unusual kind of Ramsey interference between the two TPDI pathways, G 1 and G 2 . In contrast, for resonant pulse carrier frequencies (such that 1 P o doubly-excited states are coherently populated by one-photon transitions from the ground state induced by the first attosecond pulse), the fourfold rotational symmetry of both the vortices and the angular distribution breaks down owing to effects of the ionization pathway G 12 . In fact, in the resonant case, one obtains twostart spiral vortices and twofold symmetric quadrupole-like shaped two-electron angular distributions. The change from fourfold to twofold rotational symmetry is due to interferences between the ionization pathways G 1 or G 2 with the τ-sensitive ionization pathway G 12 . The latter pathway involves three kinds of doubly-excited state dynamics having different timescales: QB-I (∼69as), QB-II (∼1.2fs), and autoionization decays (∼17fs).
We have predicted analytically and shown numerically that the QB-I effects due to doubly-excited states (predominantly the ( ) s p 2 2 P o 1 doubly-excited state) can be mapped out in various ways, including by examination of the fixed-energy two-electron angular distributions, the energyintegrated two-electron angular distributions, and the twoelectron energy distributions at a fixed emission angle. We have also analyzed the role played by the relative CEP f 12 between the two pulses for these various observables. Furthermore, we predict that the azimuthal angle-integrated energy distribution in the polarization plane, which is independent of the relative CEP, is a suitable observable to follow in real time the slower doubly-excited state dynamics, i.e. autoionization decays and QB-II effects. However, we are unable at present to provide numerical results for these slower dynamical processes.
Experimental observation of our predicted vortex patterns in the TPDI momentum distribution and the predicted doubly-excited state dynamics in the two-electron momentum, angular, and energy distributions requires the broad bandwidth of isolated, non-overlapping attosecond pulses. Control of the relative CEPs and the polarizations of the attosecond pulse pairs is also essential. Reaction microscope techniques [39] already exist for measuring TPDI momentum distributions.
